
With our enduring thanks and gratitude,

Rebecca Scott, OAM and Dr. Kate Barrelle,  
STREAT Co-founders

We respectfully acknowledge that every street we operate on is on the 
traditional lands of the Kulin Nation. We will continue to honour this, to pay 
our respects to their Elders past and present and to tread gently on their land.

THESE SAVINGS CAN 
ACCUMULATE TO OVER 
$2M ACROSS A SINGLE 
LIFETIME 

To plant a garden 
is to believe in 
tomorrow.” 
—AUDREY HEPBURN

A DECADE OF IMPACT

2010-2020

But we dream of so much more for 
young people. Spurred on by our People + 
Planet focus and the critical need to address 
catastrophic climate change we’re proud to be 
opening the gates of our first urban farms to 
young people. 
This is the start of new training and employment pathways for 
young people into green jobs. We’re particularly excited to be 
doing this work alongside friends.  

When the pandemic brought the state to its knees in 2020, 
STREAT and many of its social enterprise peers within the 
food system were also crippled. But whilst we were on our 
knees in the dirt we started planting some tiny seeds together – 
literally and figuratively. Our first seeds – batches of culturally-
appropriate meals and produce boxes into the food relief 
system – sprouted rapidly like microgreens and gave us a quick 
hit of flavour and nutrition and a desire to do more planting. 
Next, we started planting more diverse veggie crops, toiling 
side by side with a handful of social enterprises across a whole 
season together. Our collective harvests nourished not only 
thousands of people facing food insecurity, but also the scores 
of people within our social enterprises. 

Collectively we built the first phase of Moving Feast, a 
collaborative social enterprise project to build a more healthy, 
fair and regenerative food system for Victoria. 

We’re now embarking upon a host of projects across the 
following themes:

•	 Green	jobs — training and employment pathways into green 
jobs in the food system

•	 Food	sovereignty — access to healthy, fair and regenerative 
food and food knowledge

•	Urban	food-bowl — urban, community and backyard 
food gardens

•	 First	Nation’s	Foodies — indigenous food enterprises, 
products & experiences

•	 Food	loops — regional food hubs and optimised 
food logistics

•	 Edible	experiences — food-based eco-tourism 
and experiences

•	 Ethical	food	products — new food retail products 
and outlets

•	 Circular	economy —new food systems products & services 
in food systems.

The Planet and its People will need us more 
than ever in this upcoming decade. We hope 
you’ll be part of this journey.

After a couple of years of research and planning we finally 
threw open our doors and arms to our first young people on 
15	March	2010. That same day we pushed our first little food 
cart onto the streets of Melbourne. For years, no matter what 
the weather, with relentless determination we kept providing 
support, training and work opportunities to the young people 
who put their daily trust in us.

The following couple of years remained turbulent for our 
little social enterprise and we failed at as many things as we 
succeeded. But each of these provided an opportunity to try 
new things, to innovate, and to learn. Across our portfolio 
of social enterprise businesses – which has included carts, 
cafes, a catering company, a bakery and a coffee roastery – 
we’ve intensively supported and skilled over 587 young 
people and in total worked with over 3,114.  

“

ENGAGEMENT
Outreach activities with at-risk and hard-to-reach young people, often 
undertaken in partnership with local police. Activities include sports programs 
and a jobs club.

TASTE OF STREAT
Half-day workshops for young people interested to check out what working in 
hospitality or horticulture might be like.

INTRO TO WORK
An individually-tailored 8-week program for young people wanting to access 
hospitality or horticulture-focussed work experience.

READY TO WORK 
A 20-week fully supported program for young people seeking work in hospitality 
or horticulture. It includes accredited vocational training (a Certificate II), on-
the-job training, work readiness workshops, creative and social engagement and 
individual case support (including linkages to specialist service providers) along 
with lots of time with our therapy dog Magic! This program provides of 500 hours 
of support and training for each young person.

PAID TO WORK
A 6-month program supporting STREAT graduates to transition into open 
employment with our partner employers. This program provides over 700 hours 
of support and paid work for each young person.

CREATIVE PROJECTS
Supplementary creative arts and storytelling projects.

STREAT PROGRAMS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODEL 
THAT CATALYSES CHANGE IN 
ONE YEAR

Our enduring thanks and gratitude to the thousands of people who have made STREAT possible.
66 Cromwell St, Collingwood VIC 3066
03 9629 4222 | info@streat.com.au
   @STREATMelbourne | www.STREAT.com.au

“You’ve given me hope, a future and a solid job – 
you believed in me before I believed in myself.”

“STREAT is good for 
my head and heart.”

“STREAT is good 
for keeping me out 

of prison.” “I can breathe 
here.”

“It makes you feel calm and 
unstressed having Magic [the 
therapy dog] around. Like 
taking drugs without taking 
drugs. That’s good shit.”

“I never thought we’d 
have someone in our 

family with a Certificate 
– like the kind you 
can hang on the wall 
like families on TV 
sometimes have.”

“They never gave up on 
me and I felt like someone 
cared about me and what 
was happening to me and 

my family.”

“I asked to do two 
shifts a week and they 
said yes.  No one has 
ever wanted to spend 
that much time with 

me before.”

“It kept me sane when 
I thought I was going 

out of my head.”

“When I fuck up they tell me not 
to stress or apologise. They just 
help me get it right next time.”

“I learnt a lot from this 
experience. I learnt to 
be more confident in 

myself and to believe in 
myself more.”

“I want people to have a better 
understanding about homeless kids – a 
lot of us are trying to make something 

from nothing with our lives.”

“Brilliant. They should have these rules 
other places. I mean, really, the rules are 
just about ‘be nice in life, don’t shit me 

and I won’t shit you.”

“STREAT 
restored my faith 
in humanity.”

“I learnt how 
good men 
behave.”

“I think it’s just that you all 
really do care about us. It’s easy 
to feel you belong if someone 
cares. Not many people care in 

my world.” 

“They don’t look at 
your past, they look at 

your future.”

“It opened a new 
chapter in my life.”

“They take things 
at your pace 

and don’t force 
you and I like 

that. It made me 
feel safe.”“The kindness 

began right from 
the start, even when 
talking about my shit 

background.”

“It’s hard to say how or why, 
but a sense of connection 

slowly grows up over you, like a 
friendly plant.”

“You weren’t afraid of my 
rap sheet. That made you 
the person I wanted to 

work with.”

“They make us feel as though 
we existed, they could see us, 

they acknowledged us every time 
by saying hello and using our 

names – every time!” 

“It feels like a family 
ought to at STREAT, a 
good kind of family, not 
like some families...”

“Trainees and staff are the 
first people in my life who 
accept me and support 

me completely.”

“It’s going to be hard to 
juggle childcare and do 
my Cert II, but one day 
they’ll be proud of their 
Mum, and that makes me 

work hard.”

“STREAT kept me from 
doing bad things.”

“This is the first time I’ve 
ever finished anything. 
In my life. That’s a big 

deal for me.”

“I would have 
been insane or 

dead without this 
program and this 
group of people. 
Fucking real.”

In	2018	STREAT	undertook	extensive	
‘top-down’	modelling	with	RMIT	
University	to	calculate	the	value	it	
creates	for	the	community.	The	model	
was	based	upon	Victorian	Department	
of	Treasury	and	Finance	numbers	
and	the	barriers	faced	by	over	400	
young	people	coming	through	STREAT	
between	2010-2018.

There are many young 
people in our community 
who battle every day just 
to survive.
To get by, young people need 
a wide range of government-
funded services including 
health, housing and welfare.

The personal costs of their situation are 
unimaginable. The government costs are 
also high.
Each young person at STREAT costs our 
governments an average of $50,476 /year.
These costs are borne by the State and 
Commonwealth governments.

STREAT works to ensure that these 
young people thrive and have a healthy 
sense of self, home and work.
The organisation has an holistic 
approach, providing a range of supports 
and opportunities tailored to each 
young person.

STREAT’s work 
provides saving and 
exceptional value for 
governments.

This work saves 
$32,495 of the 
government costs 
(64%).

*State government - $20m, Commonwealth government - $29m

Across its first decade STREAT has saved 
governments $49 million.* 
(STREAT	receives	less	than	1%	of	government		
funding	each	year.)

THESE COSTS CAN 
ACCUMULATE TO OVER 
$3M ACROSS A SINGLE 
LIFETIME 

Services	being	accessed Cost

PERSONAL ISSUES
• Health (ambulances, emergency 
departments, hospitals)

• Mental health
• Drug & alcohol
• Justice (police, court, prison, 
community-based detention)

$22,478
VIC Govt.
(45%)

HOUSING
• Housing (homelessness services, 
community housing)

WELFARE
• Newstart allowance, other welfare 
allowances (There’s also a loss of 
taxation revenue when people are 
unemployed) $27,729

COMM 
Govt.
(55%)

$50,476
costs pp/yr

Holistic	Support	Provided Savings

HEALTHY SELF
• Individualised case management 
from STREAT’s youth team (clinical 
psychologist, social workers, youth 
workers, therapy dog)

• Access to specialist services as 
needed (drug and alcohol, mental 
health, medical, family, legal 
and justice)

• A group of supportive friends, 
mentors and workmates

$13,418
VIC Govt.
(41%)

HEALTHY HOME
• Support to get a safe and 
affordable home

HEALTHY WORK
• Accredited vocational training in 
hospitality (Certificate II)

• 6 months of on-the-job training and 
work experience across STREAT’s 
portfolio of hospitality and 
foodservice businesses

• Transition support into a new job 
with a partner employer

$19,077
COMM 
Govt.
(59%)

$32,495
savings/yr

SURVIVE THRIVE



$67.07
BUSINESS  
REVENUE

OUT OF $100

PEOPLE

PLANET

PERFORMANCE

Help youth live independently and reach their potential 
• Have supported 3,114 young people in total.

• Worked intensively with 587 young people, providing them with 241,226 
hours of personalised support, hospitality training and work experience 
across our businesses.

• Had contact with 1,802 young people in our community engagement/
outreach programs.

• Magic, our kelpie/lab therapy dog provided 5,750 hours of support 
and cuddles.

• We listen to the trainees, seek their honest views and make changes 
accordingly. They always have frank and fearless feedback for us. Overall 
they rate our programs at 91%.

We	helped	our	young	people	achieve:

 › Belonging - our trainees rated their sense of belonging at STREAT at 93% 
(target is 95%).

 › Healthy self - 93% of trainees in our intensive program improved their 
wellbeing (target is 90%).

 › Healthy work - 96% of young people who do our program are not in 
employment, education or training when they come to us. 66% complete the 
intensive program which involves a Certificate II, work readiness program, 
work experience in multiple businesses and gaining tailored personal 
support. Six months after completion, 76% of STREAT graduates are still 
in employment, education or training (compared	with	only	27%	in	the	
government’s	national	jobactive	program).	

 › Healthy home - STREAT helped 97% of young people improve (or maintain 
a suitable) housing situation during their time with us (target is 95%).

In 2018 we launched our first ten-year Planet Plan and engaged staff, customers 
and partner organisations to achieve it. After rapidly achieving so much of 
the plan in its first two years, in 2019 we created an even more audacious 
2040 Planet Plan. We also we declared a climate emergency. Since 2018 we’ve 
prevented more than 380 tonnes of CO2-eq from being created through just 
three major initiatives: increasing our renewable energy sources, by diverting 
organic waste from landfill, and through encouraging our customers to 
use reusable coffee cups. On top of this, we recycle more than 10 tonnes of 
commingled waste each year.

Create places where people belong
• Engaged communities – STREAT continues to show leadership in 

sustainable business and eco-innovation, engaging volunteers, student 
interns and partner organisations to go a deeper shade of green. Across the 
last decade we’ve worked with over 100 skilled volunteers on environmental 
projects, ranging from short power tasks to long-term projects. For example, 
in 2019 we ran a five-day innovation sprint to reduce the use of single-use 
coffee cups across our cafes. We had 49 attendees from 23 organisations 
join us. Attendees spoke of the engagement being ‘inspiring’, ‘awesome’ and 
having left them feeling ‘more hopeful about the future of our planet than I 
have in a long while!’.

• Green places and buildings – the opening of our Cromwell flagship site 
in June 2016 brought an opportunity to create a nurturing green space for 
our young people and customers. We’ve increased the diversity of plant 
species, which in turn has attracted a higher diversity of insects and birds 
and become more weather resilient in winter and summer alike. We’ve also 
created a kitchen garden growing herbs, fruit trees and a range of indigenous 
edibles that we incorporate into our menu to reduce our food miles to 
food metres. 

Nurture the environment
• Efficient energy use – since January 2020 our Cromwell site has been 

powered by 100% renewable energy: 

	› Solar	panels – thanks to RACV’s generous donation of 118 solar panels in 
May 2019 we’ve produced 42.1 MwH of energy to June 2020, preventing 
46.3 tonnes of CO2-eq from being produced (the equivalent of flying from 
Melbourne to London 15 times).

	› Renewable	energy – we use 100% renewable power to supplement any 
additional energy not powered by our solar panels (thanks Red Energy and 

Operate a portfolio of impactful and profitable businesses
• We’ve grown a portfolio of 12 social enterprise businesses including kiosks, cafes, 

a catering company, a bakery, a coffee roastery and farmers’ market stalls. 

• We’ve demonstrated our ability to build and scale strong businesses with our 
earned revenue reaching 88% in 2020 prior to the pandemic.

Deliver high quality products and services that 
customers value

• We’ve served over 4 million customers and have a strong customer loyalty with 
our products and services being rated at 92% across our sites. 

• We have consistently grown our businesses through social procurement, 
particularly with major companies and government (for example, over 90 
government departments and agencies have procured our food and coffee).

Grow our business opportunities
• We’ve consistently had over 30% annual growth across the last decade with annual 

revenue growing to over $8m in 2020. 

• We have a strong pipeline of projects and business development opportunities on 
the horizon. 

Operate with strong governance, accountability 
and effectiveness

• STREAT has a clear Theory of Change, a Measurement and Evaluation 
Framework, and suite of tools to monitor and evaluate its impact qualitatively and 
quantitatively. All classes of young people trained at STREAT in the last decade 
have been engaged in evaluating and improving our programs.

• In 2018 STREAT undertook extensive ‘top-down’ modelling with RMIT University 
to calculate the value that the organisation creates for the community and 
government. The research found that on average each young person coming 
to STREAT was costing governments $50,476 in services. STREAT’s intensive 
intervention, which costs $18,196 per young person, saves $32,495 of the 

Nurture and grow our people and culture
• A multi-year Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage project ‘Improving	

Health	Equity	for	Young	People?	The	Role	of	Social	Enterprise’ examined how 
STREAT’s everyday practices, structure and culture enable it to so effectively 
support disadvantaged young people. The research found that part of STREAT’s 
‘secret sauce’ includes its purposefully ‘non-institutional’ collective and caring 
culture, its integration of diverse teams, its ability to recruit and train strongly 
values-aligned staff, its strong internal knowledge transfer, and its highly effective 
board and management teams.

• Over the last decade we’ve grown our team to 108 staff and had outstanding staff 
retention with turn-over of less than 30% (compared to 50% in the hospitality 
industry).

• We pride ourselves on our team’s diversity. We are a female co-founded, chaired 
and managed organisation. Our team members come from over 25 different 
countries and faith groups. We range in age from 16 to 65. We’re rainbow-
coloured with team members across the whole LGBTQIA+ spectrum.  

• Every year we provide our team with professional development to enable 
them to effectively work with our young trainees (usually over 400 hours of 
staff training).

• Over the last decade we’ve won over 20 awards for our work, including 2020 
Social Enterprise Champion, 2019 Australian Human Rights Commission Award, 
2019 Australian Institute of Criminology Crime Prevention Award, 2016 EY 
Social Entrepreneur of the Year, 2015 Social Investment Award and 2014 Most 
Innovative Social Enterprise. We also annually host internal awards to recognise 
outstanding staff performance.

Strongly engage others to become change-makers
• In the last decade we’ve hosted hundreds of students from schools and 

universities passionate about social change. This ranges from school visits to 
semester-long student projects to year-long university student placements.

RACV). We’ve saved over 100 tonnes of CO2-eq from being produced to June 
2020 – that’s almost 20 hot air balloons.

• Resilient ecosystems – in February 2018 we ditched chemical cleaners across 
our sites and introduced eWater, a biodegradable cleanser and sanitiser made 
onsite. Since then we’ve saved approximately 17,500 litres of nasty chemicals 
from entering our waterways – the equivalent of a family-size portable pool! 

• Zero waste to landfill 

	› Organics – our Cromwell site diverts 100% of organic waste from landfill, 
estimated at more than 48 tonnes of CO2 in FY19-20 alone.  
This	includes:

 » Reground collects our coffee grounds, collecting 27,488 kgs and preventing 
more than 52 tonnes of greenhouse gases from being produced since April 
2017. All our coffee grounds are composted at the Melbourne Zoo, helping to 
keep the gardens and enclosures lush and gorgeous.

 » In February 2017 we set up 18 worm farms to consume our kitchen, café and 
office organic waste. We now have over 180,000 worm workers helping us 
turn waste into nutrient-rich vermicompost and fertiliser for our garden.

	› Single	use	packaging – with years of effort we’ve increased our customers’ 
reusable coffee cup usage from 15% in 2017 to 58% in 2020 (compared to the 
national average of 2-7%!). For example, in the FY18-19 we prevented 109,000 
single use coffee cups going to landfill, the equivalent of over 12 tonnes of CO2.

• Conserve water – we’ve built water-saving wicking beds across our Cromwell 
site and also installed a drip bed irrigation watering system which is 100% fed by 
our rainwater tank. We’ve also planted many indigenous drought-tolerant species 
within our gardens. 

• Smart systems – in 2020 we installed smart meters at our Cromwell site to track 
our electricity use and help us improve our energy efficiency. 

• Low carbon transport – over 79% of our team use green transport between 
home and our work sites. In 2019 STREAT added some electric bikes to its fleet, 
allowing staff with longer commutes to make the switch to green transport. 

• Low carbon goods and services – one of the best things that an individual can 
do for the planet is to choose a plant-based diet so all of our café and catering 
menus have a delicious range of vegan and plant-rich options. Over 80% of our 
produce is sourced seasonally and locally in Victoria to minimise food miles and 
transport emissions. In 2021 we open our first small market garden which will 
not only grow fresh seasonal produce for our kitchens, but also help train new 
cohorts of young urban farmers. 

government costs (64%) each year. These savings continue to aggregate across 
a lifetime, reaching over $5.7 million in savings for young people with the 
highest needs.  The model estimates that STREAT has now saved governments 
over $49 million in direct service savings with over $20m of savings to the 
Victorian government (Health, Mental health, Drug and alcohol services, 
Justice, Housing) and over $29m of savings to Commonwealth government 
(Welfare and Taxation revenue (young people with jobs start paying taxes!)).

Enable systems change and innovate
• STREAT has been extensively researched over the last decade and participated 

or been the subject of over 80 research studies about its work. This includes a 
host of universities both in Australia and abroad including Swinburne, RMIT, 
ANU, Monash, Deakin, Melbourne and Victoria Universities.

• We create impact through our own supply chain by supporting over 35 social 
enterprises and B Corps through our own social procurement.

• In the last decade we’ve done over 25,000 hours of work within the broader 
social enterprise sector. This includes advocacy, research, sharing knowledge, 
capacity building, giving sector talks and workshops, hosting internships 
for aspiring changemakers, representing the sector on reference groups and 
advisory boards, university lecturing, helping establish practitioner’s groups 
like the Social Enterprise Network of Victoria (SENVic), and hosting an 
endless stream of social entrepreneurs and innovators from across Australia 
and the world. 

• In 2020 we created Moving Feast, a network of over 20 social enterprises 
collaborating to create a healthy, fair and regenerative food system for Victoria.

• We’re now further formalising our social innovation work by developing 
the STREAT Systems Innovation team who will increase our work at 
the sector and systemic level over the upcoming decade.

COHORT THEMES OVER THE DECADE

GENDER OR SEXUALLY DIVERSE 18%

EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD PROTECTION 23%

EXPERIENCE WITH JUSTICE SYSTEM 30%

CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE 36%

SURVIVOR OF TRAUMA OR VIOLENCE 47%

PAST OR PRESENT ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ISSUES 47%

PAST OR PRESENT HOMELESSNESS 55%

DIAGNOSED MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES 62%

DISENGAGED FROM SCHOOL OR EDUCATION 96%

UNEMPLOYED OR UNDER-EMPLOYED 97%

DISABILITY OR SERIOUS COGNITIVE/HEALTH ISSUES 23%

ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 9%

SOCIAL ISOLATION 70%
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TOTALS TO 
DATE

ENGAGEMENT - - - - - - - 177 556 676 393 1802

TASTER - - - - 46 69 49 74 35 6 15 267

INTRO TO WORK - - - 19 29 31 32 39 24 25 20 219

READY TO WORK 9 16 44 26 30 30 54 47 38 20 11 325

CREATIVE PROJ. - - - - - - 6 - - - - 6

PAID TO WORK - - - - - 2 6 8 7 3 7 33

STREAT EMPLOY - - - - - - 1 1 2 - - 4

TOTALS 9 16 44 45 105 132 148 346 662 730 446 3114

241,226 HOURS
OF TRAINING, SUPPORT & 

WORK EXP. PROVIDED  
(over STREAT’s first decade)

5,750 HOURS
OF SUPPORT PROVIDED 
BY MAGIC (our therapy dog)

(compared with only 27% in the government’s national jobactive program)

OVER 80% OF OUR PRODUCE 
IS SOURCED IN VICTORIA
It's	also	fresh,	local,	seasonal,	
preservative	and	cruelty	free		
(and	half	our	menu	is	vego)

100% 
OF ORGANIC WASTE 
BEING DIVERTED FROM 
LANDFILL EACH YEAR 
(more	than	25	tonnes		
	each	year)

180,000 WORMS 
TURNING FOOD SCRAPS 
INTO NUTRIENT-RICH WORM 
CASTINGS AND FERTILISER 
FOR OUR GARDEN

100% RENEWABLE POWER USE 
INCLUDING 118 SOLAR PANELS! 
We’ve	saved	over	100	tonnes	of	CO2-eq	
being	produced	to	June	
2020	(that’s	almost		
20	hot	air	balloons)17,500 LITRES OF NASTY 

CHEMICALS PREVENTED
from	entering	our	waterways		
by	using	eWater

WE’VE GROWN RE-USABLE COFFEE CUPS 
FROM AN INDUSTRY AVERAGE OF ABOUT 
5% TO 58% ACROSS ALL SITES
with	over	100,000	cups	saved	from	
landfill	each	year

100+ SKILLED VOLUNTEERS  
TACKLING GREEN INITIATIVES

and	helping	us	identify	ways	of	
reducing	waste

SINCE 2017 WE’VE SAVED OVER 
28 TONNES OF USED 
COFFEE GROUNDS 
GOING TO LANDFILL 
preventing	more	than	52	
tonnes	of	greenhouse	gases	
from	being	produced

PREVENTED MORE THAN 
380 TONNES OF CO2-EQ
from	being	created	since	2018

IMPACT	ACROSS	OUR									GOALS10

PATHWAYS INTO LEARNING AND EARNING

WE’VE NOW SUPPORTED OVER 3,114 YOUNG PEOPLE, 587 OF THEM INTENSIVELY
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REUSABLE 
CUP USAGE

58%

*To	read	our	full	audited	financial	statements	
		visit	www.STREAT.com.au/about/resources

52c

$3.52
$15.15

PHILANTHROPY

$7.58
$6.17

REACHED 
88% SELF-
FUNDING
(prior	to	
pandemic)

100%  
OF PROFIT

REINVESTED  
TO DO GOOD

JOBKEEPER COVID
GOVERNMENT

CORPORATES

FUNDRAISING

FY19/20

*FORECAST 
COVID IMPACT

OVER $49M
IN DIRECT GOVERNMENT 
SAVINGS SINCE 2010

$33,000/YEAR PER  
YOUNG PERSON SAVED 
by	governments	in	emergency,	police,	
hospital,	legal,	health,	psychological	
and	employment	services

4.6/5 CUSTOMER RATING

$8m

$9m

$7m

$6m

$5m

$4m

$3m

$2m

$1m

09/10 15/1612/13 18/1911/12 17/1814/1510/11 16/1713/14 19/20 20/21

 BUSINESS REVENUE

 OTHER REVENUE

TOTAL REVENUE FOR 2019/20 – $8M

*

To supercharge our work for both People and the Planet over the coming years we’ll be 
embarking upon building new pathways for our young people into green jobs.

The	“green”	in	“green-collar”	is	about	preserving	and	enhancing	environmental	quality	–	literally	saving	the	Earth.	Green-collar	jobs	are	in	the	growing	
industries	that	are	helping	us	kick	the	oil	habit,	curb	greenhouse-gas	emissions,	eliminate	toxins,	and	protect	natural	systems.	Today	green	collar	
workers	are	installing	solar	panels,	retrofitting	buildings	to	make	them	more	efficient,	refining	waste	oil	into	biodiesel,	erecting	wind	farms,	repairing	
hybrid	cars,	building	green	rooftops,	planting	trees,	construcvting	transit	lines,	and	so	much	more.”“
— Van Jones, The Green Collar Economy: How One Solution Can Fix Our Two Biggest Problems, 2009

INTRO TO WORK / READY TO WORKENGAGEMENT PAID TO WORK

HOSPITALITY
or 

HORTICULTURE

OTHER ‘GREEN COLLAR JOBS’

• Personalised support

• Life-skills & employability training

• Accredited vocational training (Certificate II)

• Work experience

Over 500 hours of:

LEARNING (6 months+)

Over 700 hours of:

EARNING (6 months+)

• Personalised support

• Employment (15-25 hours week and 
tailored to personal circumstances)

• Employer support (STREAT also trains 
and supports the trainee’s employer) 

Young person comes to STREAT

SIX MONTHS AFTER COMPLETION,
OF STREAT GRADUATES

ARE STILL IN EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION OR TRAINING.
76% 


